Forum Communications has developed ECS specifically for primary crash/alarm systems or secondary crash network applications. This is the only system that has “global crash” capabilities: you can use it for everyday conference calls, with emergency calls taking priority over any other lines.

Reliability and clarity are the foundation for the Confer line of systems. The ECS can be programmed with multiple emergency response contact lists and calls can be initiated via initiator code or simply by ringing a designated port on the system. It is plug-and-play; connecting to analog ports (similar to voicemail) or amphenol jacks (for larger systems).

Use is virtually transparent; assign a number and/or authorization code for meet-me conference calls. For emergency calls, the system can be pre-set and does the dialing instantly, automatically connecting all participants into one call. The system requires very little user training. Forum provides dealer training to our channel partners at no charge and provides remote assistance to dealer technicians worldwide.

The product was developed because of demand from federal, local and state emergency response agencies. A larger system, the Consortium, provides blast dialing for instant conference collaboration, but many organizations do not need all these robust features yet required Forum’s proven dependability for tighter budgets.

ECS is already in high demand from government agencies (Air Force, U.S. Army, DOD, Homeland Security) and local emergency communications teams. It is also ideal for hospital, corporate or education campus security, business continuity and disaster recovery programs.

It is available for 16 or 32 ports, expandable to 72 ports. The system can be ordered with Advanced Localized Emergency Response Teleconferencing (ALERT) system with automatic ring down circuits, and optional miniature PC and/or 7” touch screen, phones and push-to-talk headsets for installations that require a stand-alone failsafe emergency communications solution.

When it’s time to conference, there’s a Forum for you.